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Tane Locomotive Company has licensed the EMD SD40-2 - Maersk to be our next exclusive
locomotive available on Trainz Premium as a DLC. This is NOT a re-haul of the SD40-2 - Maersk using
another engine! A brand new model is created, and is built from the ground up by the Tane team.
The EMD SD40-2 - Maersk is a fully functional model, with all of the interiors included as-is. You can
enjoy driving the EMD SD40-2 - Maersk on both the ground and the chassis! Engines and interiors
can be changed, but not on the ground and chassis! Have fun with this awesome locomotive! All
measurements are not part of the default model. 1. Rework of the front cabs - New cab interiors are
created! 2. Medium Cab - All interiors can be changed to either default, medium or large cab in cab
interiors! 3. Ergonomics of controllers - Adjust the size of the controllers to your liking! All
measurements are not part of the default model. 1. New interiors! 2. Animated drivers - Flip open the
doors and see a fully animated, talking driver in his cockpit. 3. New engine sounds! 4. Yaw cones -
the same thing can be placed anywhere you wish! 5. Heater windows - Open or close them if you
want! 6. Option to use Ditch Lights! 7. Option to use Night Lighting! 8. Option to use Auto Running
Numbers! 9. Option to use fan animation on both the model, in-cab Signals and in-cab Sounds! 10.
Option to remove the cab roof! 11. Steam gauge in the cab - a steam gauge at the front cab is
created! 12. Option to use custom stickers! 13. Option to use custom decals! 14. Option to create
special rolling stock! 15. Option to use a new livery! 16. Option to use a new paint scheme! 17.
Option to add a Freightliner logo on the box! 18. Option to replace the model with yours! 19. Option
to use the model as a hemiheater! Tane Locomotive Company has not created any content to this
kit. The Tane team has reworked and re-

Fury Fighter VR Features Key:
01 and more levels
01 and more difficulties
01 and more levels
01 and more tile sizes
All levels had been suggested by friendly players to improve my game. I just want to keep improving
levels and see who's going to make a 5-stars level in wager 1 or 2 weeks. I have already 50 levels, as
you can see in the level site.
Optimized for Android smartphones, tablets and game controllers

What is Crawl in short?

Crawl is an old-school shooter, more similar to the first Mega Man

Are you ready to play a frantic platform shooter? Beware! Some characters are bewitched by a black
magic ball... 

Do not use this method to cheat!

Compatible with gamepads

Oculus Rift, Playstation controllers and other gamepads are supported. 
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What is the best score for each level?

Enjoy Crawl Game, but remember that this is the best score of official website :) 

Add to me on Facebook

Add this Game Crawl directly to your Facebook Games
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